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ABSTRACT
Proper estimation and tracking of the relative attitude and translation between target and chaser
is a critical step in both space debris removal and
autonomous docking scenarios. Provided that a
3D model of the target spacecraft is known, model
based tracking techniques have been proposed in
the past, they consist in the alignment of some geometric features identified in the model with their
corresponding projections in the image captured
by the camera. Edge features offer good invariance to illumination changes and are particularly
suitable with poorly textured scenes. Still, they
are prone to fall in local minima under big relative pose changes. The use of sparse optical flow
techniques is proposed to properly initialize the
edge based tracking, leading to a tracking scheme
more robust to illumination changes, high speed
maneuvers or low operating frequency.
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INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of space debris is
threatening the access to space in the medium
term future, particularly within LEO polar Sunsynchronous and geostationary orbits [1]. Active Debris Removal (ADR) missions are being
studied at the different space agencies as a potential method to mitigate the space debris problem. On the other hand, autonomous rendezvous
and in-orbit assembly/ servicing are seen as necessary technologies to advance on space exploration, build new and bigger observatories, perform orbital life extension operations such as refueling, repairing and upgrading, but also as a way
to lower costs and provide wider access to space.
Both scenarios pose challenging requirements on
the Guidance, Navigation and Control. Specifically, focusing on navigation, the estimation of accurate relative position and attitude between target
and chaser spacecraft becomes a critical issue.
LIDAR-based solutions offer a good solution for
pose estimation in most cases, as they are independent of the illumination conditions and can
directly provide range information. Their major

drawback though, is the lack of accuracy especially in bore sight direction, the limitations at
very close range, and their large power demands.
Image-based solutions, on the other hand, present
the advantage of increased accuracy, especially
in transversal directions at minimum power consumption and also high reliability of the sensor.
Provided that a 3D model of the target spacecraft is known, Model Based Tracking (MBT)
techniques have been proposed in the past, these
are based on Virtual Visual Servoing (VVS) [2],
where the final goal is to compute the camera pose
that minimizes the retro-projection of the 3D target model on the actual frame captured by the
camera. Different implementations have been proposed to this problem [3] [4], also in the context
of space debris [5] [6] [7].
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MODEL BASED TRACKING

The classical formulation to solve MBT will be
skipped as it is not the scope of this paper. It
must be noted though, that even if most implementations of MBT are focused on edge tracking,
it is also possible to track both edges and feature
points on the model [8] [9] [10].
The initial implementation of MBT in GMV had
in mind ADR projects [11] [12], and it was based
on tracking edges only. Feature points were not
tracked as it was not easy or even possible to get
reliable data to build a point feature map on the
target. On the other hand, edge tracking seemed
to be a good approach as the geometry of the target was available, and edges offer in general good
invariance under illumination changes.
Once the tests began, some limitations arose. On
ADR scenarios, the chaser spacecraft starts by observing the target debris, once the dynamics of
the target converge, the chaser needs to synchronize with the target in order to approach from
the intended direction to the capture point. This
synchronization depends on the target dynamics,
meaning that it is not possible to fully control the
illumination conditions by maintaining the Sun at
a desired position. It would be desirable to use an

on-board lightning system, but due to power constraints that might be an issue. In GMV we considered and studied the use of a thermal infrared
camera [7], but infrared cameras have other limitations as well, like lower resolution, increased
noise ratio, and are very difficult to test on ground
under space conditions due to different thermal
emission, convection of the air, etc. On this paper only visible spectrum cameras will be considered, so the vision system must be prepared to
the difficult illumination conditions usually found
in space, like deep shadows, adversarial lightning
angles, self-shadowing, etc.

2.1

cases can fool the navigation filters and led them
to divergence.

Figure 1: Tracking all edges (left) vs tracking illuminated edges only (right)

Shadowed Line Removal

One of the found difficulties was related to shadowing: as the algorithm tries to match an edge that
must be visible from the camera point of view, if
that edge cannot be seen because of being shadowed, how does the algorithm behave? It was
expected that the algorithm would overcome this
situation by deciding that there were no correct
matches for that edge, but actually quite often,
if the shadowed edge lied close to another visible edge, the algorithm matched the shadowed
edge with the visible one. If only a few points
are wrongly matched, the algorithm can detect
them as outliers of the solution, but if whole lines
are wrongly matched, it disrupts the computation,
leading to a bad attitude estimation, and in some
scenarios it can even led to embrangle the navigation filters and ultimately make them diverge.
The proposed solution for this problem has been
to consider the lightning direction as well. The
Sun position is something that can be computed,
so the algorithm can take advantage of that information. In practice, the idea is to do a double rendering process, firstly from the Sun point of view,
so the algorithm sorts which edges must be illuminated and which ones are shadowed. Then at
the second step, the target is rendered from the
camera point of view, but only illuminated edges
are used. With this approach, on well lit scenarios
nothing changes, but allows a more stable tracking
on challenging illumination angles. On fig. 1 we
show the result of using both schemes on the same
image, note how tracking the whole model leads
to an incorrect ’edge alignement’ at the launch
adapter ring panel. On figs. 2 and 3 it is possible to compare the difference on stability of the
solution given by both methods. Note how the
shadowed edges do not imply a higher noise but
instead they led to a bias, which in pathological

Figure 2: Translation error of a full approach sequence using all edges

Figure 3: Same approach sequence but removing
shadowed edges

2.2

KLT + MBT

Illumination conditions are not the only difficulty
for MBT in space applications. When edges are
the only features being tracked, depending on the
geometry of the target, edge alignment can become a serious issue. On fig. 1 an example of
these kind of problematic poses is shown, edges
that when projected appear close on the image can
be fused/mistaken by the algorithm, leading to a
wrong estimation of the relative pose. This edge
alignment issue is particularly problematic when
combined with shadowed edges.

But there are more potential problems, another
limitation of the system arises when tracking
texture-rich targets. On very textured targets, the
edge tracking system might have problems to hold
proper track on the edges, as it can be fooled by
high contrast on textured zones. This issue is usually related to high speed maneuvers, in the sense
that if properly initialized, the MBT keeps good
track of the edges, but if wrongly initialized over
textured zones, the edge tracking can be mistaken
[10].
One proposed solution to overcome these problems is to consider on the MBT minimization
scheme both edges and feature points (texture
points), this approach has been considered by
Marchand, Pressigaut et al. [8] [10] [13]. However, at the tests performed at GMV some limitations were found on this approach, for instance
the adversarial edge alignment problem can still
appear, and deciding weights between points and
edges is not a trivial problem.
In a previous paper [14] we discuss the pros and
cons of these different approaches, and in particular, it is shown there how robust it is to track texture only frame to frame (but why it is not a good
approach for long term tracking).
Finally, we propose to use texture and edge information separately in two sequential steps, trying
in this manner to get the best of both algorithms,
while minimizing the effect of their weaknesses.
The scheme is as follows:
• Frame to frame point correspondence is computed with a sparse optical flow algorithm
like KLT. As on the previous frame the 3D
pose estimation of the target is present, those
points can be retro-projected to get their 3D
position. Then via a PnP the relative motion
can be computed [15].
• With the new relative pose computed at the
previous step, the edge based MBT takes
place, refining the pose. With this new pose
the texture points will be retro-projected at
the next iteration when the new frame arrives.
The advantage of such approach is that the texture
tracking provides a really good estimate of the
motion frame to frame, which is exactly what the
edge-MBT actually needs as input, as edge-MBT
is really good correcting small drifts, but prone to
fall in local minima when initialized farther (like

Figure 4: Output of the algorithm for debug purposes. Image taken at the robotic laboratory with
a Proba2 realistic mock-up.

in high speed maneuvers or low frequency image
acquisition).
In fig. 4 you can see the debug output of our algorithm implementation. Note how the edges are
sub-sampled, dots in green show points correctly
tracked, in blue edges that did not show enough
contrast to pass thresholds (but still drawn to show
where the algorithm thinks they are supposed to
be), and in red points that are outliers of the solution (matches wrongly tracked, so deleted from
the computation).

2.3

Seamless Model Change

In ADR capture scenarios and in-orbit servicing
scenarios, the distance between chaser and target can change dramatically from medium range
to very close range. In those conditions, the target CAD model used for the algorithm might not
be the ideal for both medium and close range distance.
To overcome this limitation, optimize the computing resources and advance towards a more stable tracking system, a seamless model change has
been implemented, allowing to use (to track) different levels of geometric detail depending on the
distance between chaser and target.
It was required that this algorithm feature must be
seamless, as usually this model change is mostly
needed at close distance in the final approach, and
a full reset of the algorithm with a new initialization phase is completely out of question. Luckily, the proposed algorithm architecture allows for
the model change with minimal impact on cycle
computation time, no need to re-initialize the algorithm, and does not break the sequential tracking scheme.

Figure 5: Pitch estimation error of a full approach
sequence using all edges, clustered by quality flag

2.4

Performance Prediction

Even if it is a critical part, the visual navigation
algorithm is only a subsystem of the whole Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC) system of
the spacecraft. In that sense, the visual navigation algorithm works as any other sensor, providing measures to the navigation filters, and in that
scheme, as the other sensors, it must provide as
well its own uncertainty in order for the navigation filters to update their values accordingly.
The difficulty comes from that Image Processing
(IP) algorithms are not standard sensors in that
sense, it is not easy to know a priori if the tracking is correct, biased or even when it is losing
track. Still, it is possible to measure somehow
the ’richness’ of the geometrical information provided, thus making it possible to categorize between different expected performances of the output.

Figure 6: Pitch estimation error of the same approach sequence using only lid edges, clustered by
quality flag

Figure 7: X translation estimation error of the
same approach sequence using all edges, clustered by quality flag

The proposed solution is to cluster the algorithm performances in a previous characterization phase, then find a way to rapidly compute
in which cluster belongs each situation so when
the chaser is actually on operating mode, it can
send to the navigation module its computation and
a kind of ’covariance’ to update the filters.
Currently our solution involves clustering this expected performances in terms of the relative attitude of chaser and target, the distance, the lightning vector but also the geometry of the target.
In figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 the estimation error of an
ADR approach sequence is shown for some variables. Note the difference of performance between tracking all edges or removing the shadowed ones (mainly translated into bias), but also
note how the performance prediction works (here
with semaphore colors), a higher quality flag does
not imply worse performance, but actually bigger
standard deviation.

Figure 8: X translation estimation error of the
same approach sequence using only lid edges,
clustered by quality flag

3

USE CASES

Initially at GMV the algorithm was developed
having in mind ADR missions [11] [12]. In those
cases, the target lost its attitude control and it is
rotating, meaning that the chaser must synchronize with it before actually grasping/docking the
target. That is the reason why we focused in solving the tracking problems related to high attitude
changes, and why it was necessary to implement
the shadowed line removal and the performance
prediction, as on the capture phase of the target it
is not always possible to control the illumination
angle.
Fig. 4 comes from ORCO project [12], where the
algorithm has been tested in GMV’s robotic facility platform-art c . For that project, a Proba2 realistic mock-up was built, and the algorithm was
ported to hardware to perform Hardware-In-theLoop (HIL) tests. Further details about the implementation in FPGA and space rated avionics are
explained in [14].

Figure 9: Output of the algorithm in an in-orbit
servicing scenario.

Right now the algorithm is also being used to
study collaborative missions where the target was
not initially designed to dock in orbit (as otherwise it would have retro-reflectors, radio signals
or other means of guiding the chaser). Particularly, it is being used in the development of the
SPACE DRONETM spacecraft by Effective Space
Solutions Limited [16]. See fig. 9.
In such missions, as the approach direction can
be chosen, it is possible to get better illumination
conditions (the target still has attitude control, and
also the moment to perform the docking can be
chosen in order to get the desired ephemeris).

4

RESULTS

The different versions of the algorithm have been
tested first using synthetic generated images generated by rendering software. With such pipeline,
it is very easy to batch process the sequences with
different versions of the algorithm or configurations, compute the error against the ground truth
and compare the performance between them.
All errors are shown in camera body frame, X
to the right, Y pointing down and Z is the depth
from the camera point of view. As the sensor
used is a monocular camera, X and Y have good
observability and thus normally small errors, on
the contrary Z is estimated indirectly, so usually
shows bigger bias and noise. The attitude estimation works inversely, it shows good observability

Figure 10: Distance to the target in an inorbit servicing scenario approach, note the station keeping point.
of rotation around the Z axis (yaw) and worse performance around X and Y (roll and pitch) as they
involve depth perception and hence worse observability. See how in figs. 2 3 and 11 12 the errors show these expected performance, in particular see how good is the yaw estimation in 11.
Figs. 10 11 12 are from an in-orbit servicing scenario. In that case the chaser approaches the target
(who still has attitude control, so is not spinning).
Note that at 20m there is a station keeping point.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Provided that a 3D model of the target is available, a robust approach for visual tracking with a
monocular camera has been proposed. The algorithm is divided in two sequential steps, trying to

get the best from two different approaches, one
based on texture points and the other based on
edges and geometry.
Performing reliable visual tracking in space without the aid of an on-board illumination system is
quite a challenging problem. The combination of
Shadowed Line Removal, seamless model change
and the performance prediction is a novel way of
dealing with bad lightning conditions while providing to the navigation filters an estimation of the
spatial information/ observability of the different
variable of the computed 3D pose.
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Figure 11: Relative attitude errors in terms of distance to the target in the in-orbit servicing scenario sequence.

FUTURE WORK

As it is explained in [14] [17] [18] the proposed algorithm has already been implemented and tested
in hardware, then HIL tests were performed at
GMV’s robotic facility platform-art c with space
rated camera and avionics, stepping up the system
to Technology Readiness Level 5/6. We strongly
believe that it is a candidate to be flown in order
to reach TRL 8.
Still there is another important point not properly
solved yet, the automatic initialization of the algorithm. The proposed scheme relies on a relative
pose seed to start the tracking. Research on this
topic for a quick, computationally efficient and reliable pose initialization is still in progress.
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